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manage customer to optimize long-term value, CRM also is
a strategy that increases the importance of relationship
marketing and integrates with other organization strategies
[3,4]. Despite the efforts of CRM on efficiency and
affectivity of management decisions, statistics reflect that
unreasonable decisions are made by CRM systems; IT
experts said errors were caused by incorrect or not enough
data [5]. According to Forrester Research, 57% of business
firms cannot justify CRM investments because they cannot
measure customer profitability [9]. The necessary broad
level of security is determined by the CRM security
objectives which an organization needs to meet[10]. A
CRM security strategy outlines in general terms how an
organization will achieve its CRM security objectives [10].
In order to increase the use of ERP systems it is
recommended to begin with the financial section, the
applications invoicing, cost control, accounting and
financial then it should be added many functions from
Financial, Relation Management Production, Distribution,
e- Business and Analyses [6]. The order of the customer is
routing automatically to the next department when one
department finishes their work of the customer order and
each department have access to the single database that
holds the customer’s new order [7].

Abstract- The proposal of the paper is based on the data
mining effects using ERP framework. Using the ERP database
we applied data mining applications to evaluate the best result
for the growth and establishment of a company. In this paper
we proposed a model which integrates the database, customer
queries, transactions, and all other specifications used in ERP
systems, then use data mining techniques to integrate decision
making and forecast flows. By using ERP’s characteristics and
background we gathered the data from central database in
cluster format which is based on the action taken against the
queries generated by the customers. Furthermore, the
clustered data used by Apriori Algorithm to extract new rules
and patterns for the enhancement of an organization. This is a
complete implementation of data mining applications on ERP
framework to predict the solution of upcoming queries. This
will make the best association between the customers and
organization, and customer will always satisfied with
company’s policies.
Index Term-ERP, Data Mining Applications (Clustering &
Apriori)

I. INTRODUCTION
The core of the ERP system circulates within the
company as well as the management information and
control needs of the entire production processincluding
reducing inventory, labor, and operation costs, improving
business processes to enhance operation efficiency and
improving customer response [1]. However, Markus and
Robey (1988) pointed out that although industry specific
ERP has already focused on industry characteristics and
includes the optimal business operation management model,
the promotion of ERP is still significantly related to
interaction with the organization [1]. Beyond that CRM
often describes a strategic or philosophic approach for
managing customers [2]. Hence CRM could be seen from a
process oriented, technological, capability-oriented,
philosophical, and/or strategic perspective [2]. CRM has
different meanings, It is a business strategy to select and

II. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL
The presented model shown in the Fig.1, described the
abstract of all concerned departments exist in every
organization. We generally divided the structure of an
organization in three layers. Each layer has its own
departments and officials having specific responsibilities
and burden. This is basically the combination of CRM and
ERP which are essential part of the enterprise. We enhanced
this abstract by adding knowledge discovery layer,
where the rule generator plays the special and critical role
to generate new rules and patterns from the large database
by using data mining techniques (Clustering, Association,
Classification). We implemented our model on MADAR
(Customer Based Organization) data, by using clustering
and Apriori algorithms for the generation of new rules and
recommended these rules for the future perspective of
MADAR. According to the MADAR environment
whenever a customer request engender directly forward to
the proper department of CRM Layer for the assessment and
positive response. CRM works in front of any organization
after receiving the query it will redirect to the ERP layer for
the appraisal and configuration of these queries. After
statistical analysis and evaluation of the request the answer
back to the corresponding customer and this feedback will
be saved in the database for the future requirements. Now
the work start in knowledge discovery view which select
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some of the useful data from the large database for its work.
Description of Three Layers

through the CRM Layer. And result will also be saving in
the database for knowledge discovery view.

A. CRM Layer
Whenever a customer contact with the company the
customer support officer receive customer’s request. In the
company’s prospectus this department has much importance
because of correspondence directly with the customer. In
our model we presented customer relationship management
as an outer view. CRM is responsible for receiving requests
and replying to the customer directly. These requests
includes queries, complaints, suggestions and orders then
forward these requests to the inner view enterprise resource
planning (ERP) through the query generator. After taking
action on the perspective request the answer will forward

B. ERP Layer
The important part of the model is ERP Layer. In this
view each department have equal access to a single database
that holds the customer’s data or complaints. In this layer
the customer queries rotating and evaluating by the concern
department. For example a customer contact with customer
support department (CRM layer) after initial review and
statistics this query will throw to the ERP Layer. The ERP’s
department is responsible to find the solution and give
proper reply to the customer and forward feedback back to
customer through CRM layer as well as in the central
database for future assistance.

Fig. 1- ERP – Data Mining Model

university and also do work for outer projects. The efficient
implementation of presented ERP-CRM model using data
mining techniques is applied on MADAR data. First we
applied clustering on the data thereafter For this we used
Association mining- Apriori Algorithm for finding new
rules and patterns from the experienced data. The
description of all phases on our case study are as follows:

C. Knowledge Discovery Layer
Knowledge discovery can be defined as the extraction of
contained, hidden and useful information from the large
database. As per the definition, in the presented model this
layer is also concern with the central database having all
kind of data posted from any department of ERP and CRM
layers. The data has several attributes and characteristics
according to the queried customer. As the specialty of this
layer we used Clustering and Apriori algorithms for
advantageous and high-quality results.

A. Programming Tool Used
For the implementation of Apriori Algorithm to get new
rules on the MADAR data we used VB technology. Input
and output data files can be in any format e.g databases,
Notepad, Excel worksheets, etc. But in this case we used
Notepad and Excel worksheet as input and output files.

III. FINDINGS AND RESULTS
For the practical implementation of presented model we
applied data mining technique on MADAR data. MADAR
is an ERP based organization working in King Saud
University dealing with all administrative software of the

B. Data Clustering
Data clustering is a method in which we make cluster of
objects that are somehow similar in characteristics. The
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are depending on the implementation. In this case study we
collected data shown in Fig. 2. In which we have four (04)
kinds of attributes includes; customer’s query, queried
department, forwarded to concerned department and action
of the department. We clustered the data on the basis of
actions of the customer’s query. Moreover, action’s column
has again four (04) types of action have taken against the
particular query. The similarity criterion which we set here
in this case is dependent on the action. We described these
actions as numbers 1,2,3,4 for gathering them in separated
groups shown in Fig.3. As the result we got four different
clusters, in which each cluster is fulfilling the selection
criteria shown in Fig.4. Cluster’s evaluation graph is shown
in Fig.5

criterion for checking the similarity is implementation
dependent. Clustering is often confused with classification,
but there is some difference between the two. In
classification the objects are assigned to pre defined classes,
whereas in clustering the classes are also to be defined [12].
The goal of data clustering, also known as cluster analysis,
is to discover the natural grouping(s) of a set of patterns,
points, or objects [13].
B.1. Clustering Implementation
Clustering implementation on the data is a process in
which we try to make some groups of objects together
having similar characteristics according to the pre-defined
criteria. The criteria to merge similar objects in one group

Fig. 2- Program Interface

Fig. 2- Data Gathering

Fig. 3- Data Enhancement
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Fig. 4- Data Clusters

Fig. 5- Cluster’s Evaluation Graph

C. Apriori Algorithm
Apriori is a classic algorithm for learning association
rules. Apriori is designed to operate on databases containing
transactions (for example, collections of items bought by
customers, or details of a website frequentation) [7, 8]. As is
common in association rule mining, given a set of itemsets
(for instance, sets of retail transactions, each listing
individual items purchased), the algorithm attempts to find
subsets which are common to at least a minimum number of
the itemsets. Apriori uses a "bottom up" approach, where
frequent subsets are extended one item at a time (a step
known as candidate generation), and groups of candidates
are tested against the data. The algorithm terminates when
no further successful extensions are found [8, 9, 11]. One
way to construct a simpler model computed from data,
easier to understand and with more predictive power is to

create a set of simplified rules [11]. Apriori Algorithm is
suitable to compute the rules and patterns and predict for
any organization to improve the customer satisfaction. We
implement Apriori algorithm on MADAR data and
generated some rules and patterns for MADAR.
C.1. Apriori Implementation
According to the Fig. 4, four clusters have been generated
on the basis of selection criteria. These clusters we took as
an input for the Apriori implementation to generate new
rules. This is called data mining on mined data because we
used two best data mining algorithm for acquiring the best
solution and rules. First clustering and then on clustered
data we employed Apriori algorithm on it. For the Apriori
implementation we compared all the clustered with each
other to find out the subset of all clusters shown in Fig.6.

Fig. 6- Input File for Apriori
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D. Rules Generation
We applied Apriori algorithm for the generation of frequent
itemsets. These Itemset generation is based on the customer
query, corresponding binary value, minimum support (5%)
and minimum confidence (70%). Fig.7 is shown the
number of rules generated by running the Apriori algorithm.
This was a sample implementation of Apriori algorithm on
the presented model. We can find different kind of frequent
itemsets generation in the same manner by increasing or
decreasing the minimum support and confidence. The
selected rules then proposed and suggested to the MADAR.
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